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SPECIAL TOPIC: Computation-assisted Materials Screening and Design

Two-dimensional alkali auride bimetallene semiconductors

Kai Zhang1,2, Haifeng Lv2, Xiaojun Wu1,2* and Jinlong Yang1,2

ABSTRACT Alloying different metal elements to form two-
dimensional (2D) materials (metallenes) holds great sig-
nificance for both fundamental research and practical appli-
cations in nanoelectronics, but few of them are
semiconductors with intrinsic band gaps. Here, inspired by
bond characteristics in ionic crystals, we report a family of
lattice dynamically stable 2D alkali auride bimetallene semi-
conductors with ionic bonding between alkali and gold atoms
by extensive structure search and bonding analysis via high-
throughput first-principles calculations over 2500 bime-
tallenes. Among them, 32 2D alkali auride bimetallenes are
semiconductors with large band gaps ranging from 0.97 to
5.20 eV due to the large difference in electronegativity be-
tween alkali and gold atoms. Exceptionally, 2D LiAu bime-
tallene is metallic due to the reduced electronegativity
difference between Li and Au atoms. Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamic simulations imply that 19 alkali auride
bimetallenes are structurally stable at room temperature for
practical applications. This study provides guidance for de-
signing bimetallene semiconductors and deepens the under-
standing of the correlation between the bonding behavior and
electronic properties of 2D metal alloys.
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INTRODUCTION
Metallenes, a graphene analog composed purely of low-coordi-
nated metal atoms, have attracted considerable attention for
their fascinating properties, ranging from high catalytic activity,
large conductivity, and strong surface plasmon resonance to
room-temperature ferromagnetism, as well as promising appli-
cations in electronics, topological insulators, superconductors,
spintronics, and energy conversion and storage [1–12]. As two-
dimensional (2D) morphology is not thermodynamically
favorable compared with its close-packed bulk structure, 2D
anisotropic growth of metallenes can be achieved experimentally
by bottom-up or top-down methods in past years [1,4], such as
space- or ligand-confined method [13,14], template-directed
growth [15], liquid-phase preparation [16], and solid-melt
exfoliation [17]. To date, a variety of compositions and atomic
arrangements have been realized, but most reported metallenes

exhibit metallic behavior with the exception of some 2D p-block
metals and alloys [18–22]. The metallic bond dominated
interatomic interactions in the metallene lattice due to the pure
metal element composition leading to the overlap of the outer
electron shells between neighboring atoms, facilitating the free
movement of the valence electrons, which is reflected by the
energy band crossing the Fermi level in the band structure.
However, the lack of a band gap significantly hinders its appli-
cation in optoelectronics, photocatalysis, and semiconductor-
based devices. Therefore, exploring an effective strategy to
obtain semiconducting metallenes is highly desirable.

Solid ionic crystals, which are characterized by ionic bonding
between cations and anions with large electronegativity differ-
ences, usually present wide electronic band gaps [23–25].
Inspired by the bonding characteristics in solid ionic crystal
semiconductors, alloying two metal elements with large elec-
tronegativity difference could be an instructive method to obtain
2D semiconducting bimetallene. In past years, alloying noble
and alkali metals has generated various bulk alloys with exotic
properties [23,26–35]. Among them, some synthesized bulk
ionic alloys, such as CsAu [23,24,26], RbAu [23], Cs2Pt [36], and
the predicted one-dimensional (1D) CsAu binary linear chain
[37], exhibit nonzero electronic band gaps. Meanwhile, some
metal alloys, such as K2Ni compounds [38], could be trans-
formed into a semiconductor under high pressures because the
electron configuration and electronegativity of the atoms would
be dramatically changed after compression [39–41].

Herein, we report a family of 2D alkali auride bimetallenes
with ionic bonding between alkali and gold atoms via high-
throughput first-principles calculations and a global structure
search. A total of 32 bimetallene semiconductors with lattice
dynamic stability were obtained from over 2500 bimetallenes
with a 1:1 atomic ratio by the proposed high-throughput
workflow screening. The estimated band gaps of these bime-
tallene semiconductors range from 0.97 to 5.20 eV, and some of
them can be classified as ultrawide band gap (UWBG) semi-
conductors [42,43]. After replacing the Cs atom with other alkali
metals within the same lattice, the ionicity of M–Au bonds
increases monotonically, and the band gaps of alkali auride
bimetallenes can emerge as the alkali metal changes from Li to
Cs, indicating the significance of the electronegativity difference
in the formation of bimetallene semiconductors. We also find
that the Cs2Au2 bimetallene semiconductor, which has ionic
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bonding similar to the bulk CsAu alloy, is possibly obtained by
exfoliation of the existing CsAu·NH3 crystal and could serve as
an ideal candidate for experimental exploration [23,44,45]. Our
study opens an avenue for the exploration of metallene semi-
conductors on the basis of the electronegativity of the metal
element.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
All first-principles calculations were performed based on density
functional theory as implemented in the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP) code [46,47]. The projector aug-
mented wave (PAW) method was used to treat the core electrons
and to incorporate the associated relativistic effects of gold
[47,48]. The exchange-correlation functional was treated by the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization for plane-wave expansions
with a cutoff energy of 500 eV [49]. A vacuum space larger than
15 Å was used to eliminate the interactions between adjacent
periodic images of metallenes. All metallenes were optimized
until the energy and forces converged to 10−6 eV and
10−3 eV Å−1, respectively. The Γ-centered k-meshes with a space
resolution of at least 2π × 0.02 Å−1 for Brillouin zone sampling
were used to ensure well-converged energy calculations. The
PBE functional was used to evaluate whether a bimetallene is a
metal or a semiconductor, and the hybrid PBE0 functional was
used to calculate the band gaps of bimetallene semiconductors
[50]. The lattice dynamical stability was confirmed by phonon
spectrum calculations using the finite displacement approach as
implemented in the PHONOPY code [51]. Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD) simulations were performed
within an NVT canonical ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover
thermostat at different temperatures for 5 ps with a time step of
1 fs [52,53].

The structure search was carried out by using an unbiased
swarm intelligence method as implemented in the CALYPSO
program to explore bimetallenes [54,55]. The ability to predict
the ground state or metastable structures based only on the
known chemical composition is the key feature of this method
[56]. For alkali metal auride systems with a 1:1 atomic ratio and
monometallenes, the candidate structures were predicted using a
simulation cell containing two, four, and eight atoms. For KAu
bimetallenes with various atomic ratios (1:7–7:1), a simulation
cell with eight atoms was used. The structure search would be
terminated if positive enthalpies were formed in the generated
metallenes.

Natural resonance theory (NRT) analysis was conducted using
the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO 7.0) and Gaussian16 program
packages to evaluate the ionicity of alkali metal-gold bonds with
different coordination environments [57–60]. The charge
transfers were calculated by Bader charge analysis [61]. The
chemical bonding analysis of bimetallenes was completed by
calculating the Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population (COHP)
and their integrals (ICOHP), which were carried out by
employing the LOBSTER 4.1.0 code [62–66].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The inherent semiconductor characteristics of bulk alkali auride
alloys with unique metal-metal ionic bonds suggest that 2D
bimetallene semiconductors are expected to be obtained by
alloying gold and alkali metals in 2D space. However, if the
atomic ratio of M:Au deviates far from 1:1, M–M or Au–Au

metallic bonds tend to form in MnAum bimetallenes, thus hin-
dering the formation of the band gap. Here, we take KnAum
bimetallene as a prototype by performing an extensive structure
search on 2D KnAum (n = 0 to 7, and m = 8 – n). The global
minimum structure for each composition and the relative energy
evolution of different structures of KnAum are shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. S1. When the K:Au ratio is close to 1:1, the K atoms, Au
atoms, and K–Au bonds show a distinct homogeneous dis-
tribution, which suggests that the ratio of the K–Au bonds is
high. The electronic band structures of the lowest energy 2D K
metallene, Au metallene and KmAun bimetallene are shown in
Fig. 1a–i. 2D K5Au3, K4Au4, K3Au5 and K2Au6 bimetallenes are
semiconductors. Fig. 1j summarizes the evolution of K–Au bond
percentages and band gaps of KnAum bimetallenes with com-
position. The percentage of K–Au bond increases from 0% in K
metallene to 66.7% in K4Au4 bimetallene, and then gradually
decreases to 0% in Au metallene. The percentage of K–Au bond
is the highest when the K:Au ratio reaches 1:1, which leads to the
largest band gap in K4Au4 bimetallene. This confirms our
hypothesis that M:Au = 1:1 favors the formation of bimetallene
semiconductors. In the following, we will focus on the global
structure of MAu (M = Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs) bimetallenes with
an atomic ratio of 1:1.

Next, a high-throughput DFT screening workflow was carried
out to obtain various alkali auride bimetallene semiconductors,
as shown in Fig. 2. First, the initial bimetallene structures were
generated from the given chemical compositions using the
particle swarm prediction method. Fig. S2 shows the evolution
of the relative energies and the formation energies of more than
2500 generated alkali auride bimetallenes. Second, we performed
structural optimization on the generated alkali auride bime-
tallenes and calculated the formation energies Ef, which are
defined as Ef(MAu) = [E(MxAux) – xE(Cs) – xE(Au)]/2x, where
E(MxAux) is the total energy of MxAux per unit cell, and E(M)
and E(Au) are the total energies per atom of elemental alkali
metal and gold solids, respectively. The calculated negative value
of formation energies indicates that the formation of 1258 alkali
auride bimetallenes from the corresponding alkali and gold
bulks is thermodynamically feasible. We then screened bime-
tallene semiconductors by eliminating duplicate structures and
calculating the band gap at the level of the PBE functional. Note
that the PBE functional always underestimates the band gap
values of semiconductors, but it still allows for quick identifi-
cation of bimetallene semiconductors.

The phonon spectra of the screened semiconductors were then
calculated, and only 32 bimetallene semiconductors are lattice
dynamically stable, including 3 structures of NaAu, 7 structures
of KAu, 11 structures of RbAu, and 11 structures of CsAu
bimetallenes, as shown in Fig. S3. In addition, several metallic
bimetallenes of LiAu are also lattice-dynamically stable (see
Fig. S4 and Table S1). Table S2 summarizes the lattice para-
meters, atomic coordinates and symmetry information of the 32
bimetallene semiconductors.

The average formation energies per atom of 32 bimetallenes
are summarized in Table S3. The calculated formation energies
of these semiconductors are lower than −60 meV atom−1, but
are larger than that of the bulk CsAu alloy (−325 meV atom−1)
due to their high specific surface area (Fig. S5). BOMD simu-
lations were further performed to check the lattice thermo-
dynamical stability. Here, bimetallenes with the same chemical
composition (MAu-n) are numbered according to their forma-
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tion energies, where n = 1 represents the one that has the lowest
formation energy. NaAu-3, KAu-3, and CsAu-7 cannot maintain
their lattice structures even at 100 K, indicating that they are not

suitable for practical application at room temperature, as shown
in Fig. S6. In addition, the lattices of NaAu-1, RbAu-7, RbAu-8,
CsAu-4, CsAu-5, CsAu-6, and CsAu-8 collapse, while KAu-4,
KAu-6, and RbAu-3 retain their 2D lattices at 200 K after 5 ps
simulations. The remaining 19 bimetallenes can maintain their
lattice structures at room temperature after 5 ps simulations,
indicating that these bimetallene semiconductors are promising
for a wide range of applications.

The predicted bimetallene semiconductors exhibit quite
crystal structure differences, including symmetry, coordination
number, unit cell, and bond lengths, despite having the same
stoichiometry. Seven representative structures belonging to dif-
ferent space groups are displayed in Fig. 3a. NaAu-1 adopts a
well-known α-FeSe type structure (space group Pmmn) and
contains two formula units per cell. Each Na (Au) atom is
surrounded by four neighboring Au (Na) atoms and thus forms
an edge-shared Na–Au tetrahedron network. The nearest
Na–Au, Na–Na, and Au–Au distances are 2.96, 3.78, and 4.55 Å.
NaAu-2 belongs to P1 space group with four formula units per
cell. Each Au atom is bound to six Na atoms and located at the
center of Au6 triangular prism with the shortest Na–Au bond

Figure 2 The workflow of high-throughput screening MAu bimetallene
semiconductors.

Figure 1 The band structures and atomic arrangement of monolayer (a) K metallene, (b) K7Au1, (c) K6Au2, (d) K5Au3, (e) K4Au4, (f) K3Au5, (g) K2Au6,
(h) K1Au7 bimetallene, and (i) Au metallene. (j) Evolution of the Au–M bond percentage and band gap of metallenes with composition. The K and Au atoms
are indicated by red and yellow balls, respectively.
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length of 2.98 Å (Fig. S7 and Table S3). NaAu-3 has four Au and
four Na atoms in a unit cell with Cm symmetry. There, Au
atoms form a puckered graphene-like arrangement, while half of
the Na atoms are located on top of the Au atoms and the other
Na atoms are situated below the Au hexagon. The nearest
Na–Au and Au–Au distances are 2.81 and 2.88 Å, respectively.
KAu-1 stabilizes into Pmma symmetry with two formula units
per cell. The Au atoms are shifted towards each other, forming
zigzag chains with short K–Au and Au–Au separation of 3.38
and 2.95 Å, respectively. Each Au atom is surrounded by six Cs
atoms and has a triangular prism coordination geometry. For
KAu-5, the structure consists of two K–Au square sublayers and
belongs to the P4/nmm space group. Each Na (Au) atom directly
bonds to five Au (Na) atoms with four equal K–Au bond lengths
of 3.36 Å and one K–Au distance of 3.39 Å. KAu-6 (space group
P m3 1; two formula units per cell) contains two h-BN-like sub-
layers with honeycomb sublayers bonded to each other by K–Au
bond along out-of-plane direction. Both K and Au atoms have a
coordination number of four, and three equal K–Au bond length
is 3.29 Å while the other K–Au separation is 3.36 Å. The lowest
formation energy in RbAu-1 among the searched RbAu bime-
tallene semiconductors can be ascribed to its 3D-like networks.
Its unit cell contains four formula units and eight atomic layers
with P1 symmetry. It could be viewed as one KAu-1-like sub-
lattice rotated 90° and then bonding with the other KAu-1-like
sublattice. We also find that CsAu-11 is the only bimetallene
semiconductor possessing a monoatomic planar structure with a
Cs-Au distance equal to 3.47 Å. It has similar lattice symmetry
and atomic arrangement (space group P m6 2; one formula unit
per cell) with monolayer h-BN. In addition, as shown in Fig. S7,
RbAu-2 and CsAu-1 have the same symmetry with KAu-1, while

KAu-7, RbAu-11, and CsAu-10 share the same space group of
Pmmn with NaAu-1. The optimized lattice parameters of
CsAu-1 are a = 5.04 Å and b = 4.87 Å. The calculated Au–Au
distance (dAu–Au) along the zigzag chain of Au atoms and the
average Cs–Au distance (dCs–Au) are 3.00 and 3.66 Å, respec-
tively, which are in agreement with the experimental values of
dAu–Au = 3.02 Å and dCs–Au = 3.65 Å in the CsAu·NH3 crystal [44].
RbAu-4 and CsAu-3 have KAu-5-like lattices while RbAu-10 has
a similar honeycomb lattice to KAu-6. Other bimetallene
semiconductors with low-symmetry (space group P1 or P1),
such as NaAu-2, KAu-2, RbAu-3, RbAu-5, CsAu-2, and CsAu-7,
also exhibit diverse atomic arrangements and coordination
environments (Fig. S7 and Table S3).

The electronic structures of 32 bimetallene semiconductors
were calculated using a hybrid PBE0 functional. Test calculation
indicates that the PBE0 functional has better performance than
the PBE and HSE06 functionals in estimating the band gap of
the synthesized bulk CsAu, as shown in Fig. S8. The calculated
electronic band structures of 32 bimetallene semiconductors are
shown in Fig. S9. The band gaps of NaAu, KAu, RbAu and CsAu
bimetallene semiconductors range from 0.19 to 3.66 eV, from
0.91 to 4.09 eV, from 0.83 to 4.13 eV and from 1.04 to 4.42 eV
(Fig. 3b), respectively. Note that the calculated band gap of bulk
CsAu with PBE0 functional is about 0.78 eV smaller than the
experimental value (2.6 eV) (Fig. S8) [24]. A scissor parameter of
0.78 eV is used to adjust the calculated band gap of 32 bime-
tallene semiconductors, as shown in Fig. 3c. It is worth noting
that 1 structure of NaAu (NaAu-1), 3 structures of KAu (KAu-6,
KAu-7, KAu-5), 4 structures of RbAu (RbAu-10, RbAu-11,
RbAu-4, RbAu-6), and 5 structures of CsAu (CsAu-11, CsAu-9,
CsAu-10, CsAu-3, CsAu-4) bimetallenes are ultrawide band gap

Figure 3 (a) Seven representative structure types out of 32 bimetallene semiconductors. (b) The calculated band gaps of the screened MAu bimetallene
semiconductors by using the PBE0 functional. (c) The revised band gaps take into account the underestimation of the PBE0 functional, and the experimentally
measured band gap of bulk CsAu is indicated by the black dashed lines. (d) The charge density difference of CsAu-1 with isovalue of 2 × 10−3 e− Bohr−3.
(e) ELF of CsAu-1.
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(UWBG) semiconductors, and their band gaps are larger than
traditional wide bandgap semiconductors SiC (3.2 eV) and GaN
(3.4 eV) [42,43]. In particular, considering the scissor parameter,
the band gap of CsAu-11 bimetallene reaches 5.2 eV, which is
comparable to the experimentally realized UWBG semi-
conductors Ga2O3 (4.9 eV) and diamond (5.5 eV) [43].

Next, the nature of chemical bonding between alkali metal and
gold in MAu bimetallene semiconductors was explored. The
evolution of M–Au bond character and electronic structures
with electronegativity differences in the MAu alloy were also
investigated. As displayed in Fig. S10a, the chemical formula
M2Au2 with Pmma space group was adopted as a prototype,
which is repeatedly found in predicted MAu bimetallenes (such
as KAu-1, RbAu-2 and CsAu-1), and the lattice symmetry of the
synthesized CsAu was used to model the bulk MAu alloy
(Fig. S10b). The structural information of the five MAu bime-
tallenes and five bulk MAu alloys is summarized in Table S4.
The bonding strength between the alkali metal and gold atoms
can be revealed by the value of ICOHP. As illustrated in Fig 4a,
the absolute ICOHP values of M–Au pairs in M2Au2 bime-
tallenes and bulk MAu alloys both decrease when the alkali
metal changes from Cs to Na, and then increase for the LiAu
alloy. Overall, the absolute ICOHP values of M–Au pairs in
M2Au2 bimetallenes are lower than those in MAu bulk alloys,
suggesting a relatively weaker but still comparable bonding
strength with bulk alloys. The evolution of the M–Au bonding
strength is also evidenced by the formation energy. Fig. 4b shows
that the formation energies of both AuM bimetallenes and bulk
alloys show a similar trend when the Cs atom is replaced by
other alkali metals, which is consistent with the variation ten-
dency of the ICOHP values since stronger bonding usually
results in a more thermodynamically stable structure. The strong
interaction between alkali metal and gold atoms was also man-
ifested by Bader charge analysis. The results show that the
electrons transferred from alkali metal to gold atoms range from

0.74 to 0.82 e− Au−1 and from 0.76 to 0.85 e− Au−1 for bime-
tallenes and bulk alloys (Figs 3d, 4c and Fig. S10c), respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3e, Figs S10d and S11, the plotted electron
localization function (ELF) shows that delocalized and localized
electrons are clearly distributed around Au and alkali metal
atoms, respectively, with very low ELF values in the interstitial
region along the M–Au direction in both CsAu, RbAu and KAu
bimetallenes and bulk alloys, indicating a typical ionic bonding
character. Although the electrons around Na or Li atoms are
more delocalized than those on Cs, Rb or K atoms, there are still
no obvious shared electrons localized in the interstitial region,
suggesting that the bonds between Au and Na or Li atoms could
also be recognized as ionic bonds. The ionic nature of the M–Au
bond is further confirmed by performing NBO analysis. As
shown in Fig. 4d and Fig. S12, the average ionicity of the M–Au
bond ranges from 76.2% to 97.9% and from 75.4% to 99.9% for
AuM6 and AuM8 clusters, respectively, with the values in AuM6
and the corresponding AuM8 clusters being close to each other.
The average ionicity of M–Au bond decreases monotonically as
M changes from Cs to Rb, K, Na and Li, which agrees well with
the observation of ELF maps, as expected from the consideration
of electronegativity differences between alkali metal and gold.
The detailed comparison between CsAu-1 and bulk CsAu is
shown in Fig. S10. In general, the large charge transfer, localized
electron distribution, strong M–Au bonding in MAu bime-
tallenes together with pronounced ionicity of M–Au bonds in
MCs6 cluster present compelling evidence that the ionic M–Au
bond, which had been observed in bulk MAu alloys, can also be
stabilized in two dimensions.

The intrinsic band gap in the searched bimetallene semi-
conductors could be ascribed to the enhanced ionic bonding and
limited metallic bonding character. As shown in Figs S8 and S13,
bulk CsAu and RbAu are semiconductors with band gaps of 1.06
and 0.42 eV, respectively, while bulk KAu, NaAu, and LiAu
transition to metals at PBE functional level, which is consistent

Figure 4 The evolution of (a) integrated crystal orbital Hamilton populations (ICOHP), (b) formation energies, (c) charge transfer, and (d) ionicity of the
Au–M bond of 2D and bulk MAu alloys. (e) The smallest Au–Au and M–M distances of MAu bimetallenes and bulk alloys. (f) The linear relationship between
the band gap and the electronegativity difference of four bimetallene semiconductors with the lowest formation energy, the electronegativity of K and Rb, is
identical when using the Pauling scale.
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with previous studies [23,67,68]. Similarly, CsAu and RbAu
bimetallene are also semiconductors with small band gaps of
0.27 and 0.18 eV, respectively, while NaAu and LiAu bime-
tallenes with Pmma symmetry are metals, as displayed in
Figs S10 and S13. However, the KAu bimetallene becomes a
semiconductor with a band gap of 0.16 eV. The occurrence of
band gaps in MAu alloys can also be controlled by the M–M and
Au–Au distances. As revealed in Fig. 4e, the smallest distances of
M–M and Au–Au increase monotonically from Li to Cs, indi-
cating a weaker metallic bonding of M–M and Au–Au and thus
less metallicity in electronic structures. At the same time, the Au
alone becomes more free-atom-like and tends to open an energy
gap at FL with increasing size of the alkali metal atoms, but Li
and Na act to close the gap completely [69]. Therefore, the
iconicity of the M–Au bond and the band gap of MAu alloy are
positively related to the electronegativity difference between
alkali metal and gold within the same lattice symmetry. The
above discussions also qualitatively explain why no LiAu
bimetallene semiconductor has been achieved by screening.

The charge transfers of 32 bimetallene semiconductors are
displayed in Table S3. As found in CsAu-1, electrons are also
transferred from alkali metal to gold in other 31 MAu bime-
tallenes, and the charge transfer values in most bimetallenes are
larger than that of bulk CsAu (Fig. S14). Furthermore, the ELF
profiles of 32 semiconductors were plotted in Fig. S15. Similarly,
the low ELF value and the absence of shared electrons in the
interstitial region along the M–Au bond, also indicate the ionic
bonding characteristic in 31 other bimetallene semiconductors.
We also notice that the bimetallene semiconductors with the
smallest band gap within the same chemical composition are
first- or second-energy-favorable structures. Especially, the band
gaps of the four most energy favorable bimetallene semi-
conductors (NaAu-1, KAu-1, RbAu-1, and CsAu-1) almost
present a linear relationship with electronegativity difference, as
shown in Fig. 4f. The family of alkali auride bimetallene semi-
conductors confirm that the electronegativity difference can be a
guideline for the design of bimetallene semiconductors.

For practical applications, these bimetallene semiconductors
should be stabilized in ambient conditions. The interaction
between 19 bimetallenes, which could maintain their lattices
after 5 ps molecular dynamics simulations at room temperature,
and oxygen molecules were then calculated. The results suggest
that NaAu-2, KAu-1, KAu-2, RbAu-1, RbAu-2, RbAu-7,
CsAu-1, and CsAu-2 would be unstable when exposed to air, as
indicated by the large oxygen molecule adsorption energy (Table
S5 and Fig. S16). The large distance between the remaining
eleven bimetallenes and oxygen ranges from 3.01 to 3.61 Å,
suggesting their resistance to oxidation.

Then, the carrier mobility was estimated based on the defor-
mation theory. Table S6 shows the intrinsic electron and hole
mobilities of these bimetallene semiconductors range from 0.2 to
75,579.6 cm2 V−1 s−1 and from 5.0 to 186,722.1 cm2 V−1 s−1 at
room temperature, respectively. Especially, the carrier mobility
of NaAu-2, KAu-2, RbAu-4, RbAu-6, CsAu-3 and CsAu-10 is
comparable to that of graphene and graphyne. Further, the light
absorption spectra of nineteen bimetallenes were calculated.
Fig. S17 shows that both infra-red, visible and ultra-violet
dominated light absorption can be found in these bimetallenes.
Moreover, the parallel AA-stacking mode was adopted to esti-
mate the interlayer interaction of nineteen alkali auride bime-
tallenes. The binding energy Eb of bilayer bimetallene was

calculated using Eb = Ebi – Emono, where Ebi and Emono are the
energy of AA-stacked bilayer and pristine monolayer bime-
tallene. Table S7 shows that the Eb of these bilayer bimetallenes is
comparable to that of bilayer MoS2, indicating the interlayer
interaction is of the van der Waals type, except for NaAu-2,
which has a large interlayer binding energy.

We notice that the screened CsAu-1 with Pmma symmetry is
an integral part of the lattice of the experimentally realized
quasi-lamellar CsAu·NH3 crystal [44], as shown in Figs S10a and
S18. In addition, the calculated formation energy of CsAu-1 is
−0.273 eV atom–1, comparable to that of bulk CsAu
(−0.325 eV atom–1), indicating that the synthesis of CsAu-1
from elemental Cs and Au solids is exothermic and thermo-
dynamically feasible. The lattice stability of CsAu-1 was also
confirmed by phonon dispersion spectrum and BOMD simu-
lations as mentioned above (Figs S3 and S6). Further, we find the
lattice of Cs2Au2 bimetallene can be maintained at the tem-
peratures up to 500 K (Fig. S19). Although the d-block bime-
tallene semiconductor has not been synthesized in experiments,
CsAu-1, which is possibly synthesized via exfoliation of
CsAu·NH3 along the (001) plane or controllable growth on a
suitable substrate, could be an ideal candidate for experimental
verification. Similarly, other MAu·NH3 are possibly formed by
dissolving bulk MAu alloys in liquid ammonia [44], and then
MAu bimetallene can be obtained by exfoliation. Moreover, we
also find some metallic NaAu, RbAu, and CsAu bimetallenes are
dynamically stable (Fig. S20).

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the realization of bimetallene semiconductors by
alloying different metal elements with large electronegativity
differences is proposed. We have performed high-throughput
calculations and structural searches to screen alkali auride
bimetallene semiconductors with an atomic ratio of 1:1, which
exhibit a superior ability to introduce a band gap than other
ratios. As a result, 32 bimetallene semiconductors, including 3
NaAu, 7 KAu, 11 RbAu, and 11 CsAu bimetallenes with lattice
dynamic stability, were obtained from over 2500 bimetallenes
after screening. Among them, 19 bimetallenes could maintain
their 2D lattices at room temperature. The estimated band gaps
of NaAu, KAu, RbAu, and CsAu bimetallene semiconductors are
range from 0.97 to 4.44 eV, from 1.69 to 4.87 eV, from 1.61 to
4.91 eV, and from 1.82 to 5.20 eV, respectively. It is noteworthy
that the band gaps of some bimetallenes reach the range of
UWBG semiconductors, which has never been observed in metal
alloys before. Furthermore, by replacing Cs with other alkali
metals within the same lattice, we find that the iconicity of the
M–Au bond and the band gap of MAu alloy are positively
related to the electronegativity difference. We also notice that
the CsAu-1 bimetallene is possibly obtained by exfoliation of the
experimentally realized CsAu·NH3 crystal. Our results unveil
that the electronegativity difference could be an effective indi-
cator for searching bimetallene semiconductors.
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二维碱金属金化物双金属烯半导体
张凯1,2, 吕海峰2, 武晓君1,2*, 杨金龙1,2

摘要 将不同金属元素通过合金化形成二维材料(金属烯)对基础研究
和纳米电子器件的实际应用具有重要意义, 但目前鲜有金属烯材料是
具有本征带隙的半导体. 受离子晶体成键特征的启发, 通过结构搜索、
成键分析和高通量第一性原理计算, 本文从2500多个双金属烯中筛选
出一系列具有晶格动力学稳定和碱金属-金离子键的二维碱金属金化
物双金属烯半导体. 由于碱金属和金之间的大电负性差, 其中32个碱金
属金化物双金属烯是带隙范围为0.97~5.20 eV的半导体材料, 而锂金双
金属烯由于电负性差减小呈现出金属性. Bohn-Oppenheimer分子动力
学模拟表明19个双金属烯在室温下结构稳定有利于实际应用. 这项研
究为设计双金属烯半导体提供了指导, 并揭示了二维金属合金中成键
行为和电子结构性质间的关联.
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